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ABSTRACT

Energy is one of the basic requirements of modern society
and many alternate fuers are being examined because of esca-

rating fuer prices or because of diminishing conventional
sources. canada is fortunate to possess rich natural re-
sources incruding fossil fuels; however, there is a concern

that shortages will be encountered in the immediate future.
canada produces about 151 x l-0 6 tonnes of biomass per year

which should not be overlooked as a potential energy source.

This biomass has an energy of 2.77 x 10" J.

Gasification of biomass has received renewed interest as

an energy conversion process. Three prototype producer gas

systems incorporating updraft and downdraft gasifiers were

designed and fabricated to provide gaseous fuer to a 5.s9 kw

spark ignition engine. Tests were performed with different
types of fuer, i.e. peat, wood and charcoal briquettes.
Good combustible gas was obtained from an electric furnace

and gasifier model number 3 when operated as an updraft ga-

sifier. The engine ran at a speed of 1000 and 1800 RpM when

fuelled with gas from peat and wood respectively.

An important requirement

ers is to maintain the

in the operation

temperature in
of

the

the gasifi-

1V

range of



800-10000c within the reduction and combustion zone for con-

tinuous production of good quality gas. The gas needs to be

cleaned weIl, removing tar and other impurities, before it
ís fed to the engine.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The major advances that have been achieved by man in the ec-

onomic, technical and industrial areas during the last few

centuries are awesome. These advances have created an un-

bounded faith in mankind's abitity to achieve almost all
goals that may be set before him. If there is any area that
may be singled out as the most important in these recent en-

deavors it is the supplementing of muscle energy by various

forms of mechanical energy. This idea has developed through

ages and in fact the whole history of civilization is the

history of continued increase in the use of energy by man-

kind. Not only our bodies but also our life support sys*

tems, âgriculture and industry, reguire energy. ID a paper

presented at the Agricultural Engineering Conference Days,

Lapp(I974) stated, that if energy is withdrawn from agricul-
ture and industry, our life support systems would cease to
function.

As a result of the concern for a continuous secure supply

of energy, âttention has been focused on the need not only

to conserve conventionaL sources of energy as alternative
energy, but also to explore the potential for non-conven-

tional sources as alternatives. though Canada is not in an

1



energy crisis (energy AIternatives,lgSl), it must

the alternative energy chaLlenge more quickly or

in the paradoxical position of having a wealth of

tential but a shortage of energy options because

to capitalize upon that potential.

2

respond to

be placed

energy po-

of failure

Biomass which refers to arr matter of prant or animar or-
igin excluding fossil fuels (nnergy Arternatives,lgBl), has

been suggested as an important alternative energy source

(nlass,1982). Today the use of biomass for energy varies in
different areas of the worrd and depends in part on the lev-
e} of development of the various countries. In Lhe united
states for example, biomass conversion amounts to about one

percent of the United States energy supply (Vergara and pi-
mentel ,1978) while in the sudan it accounts for as much as

65 percent. An estimated use of biomass for en.ergy in canada

in 1980 !{as 3.5 percent of the total energy used. It is be-

rieved that biomass courd contribute 10 percent of canada's

energy supply by the turn of the century (Energy Alterna-
tives,1981) "

Various studies have suggesÈed that produeer gäs from

biomass has potential as an alternative source of energy,

particurarry in developing countries. A comparison with oth-
er renewable energy options, on the common basis of energy

efficiencies and economics, shows that gasification technol-
ogy may have significant advantages and deserves serious at-
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tention. Internal combustion engines are used extensivery in
deveroping countries for generation of erectricity, water

pumping, otr field machines and in transportation. In areas

where there ís an excess of rocalry produced biomass, it is
reasonable to consider the utilization of energy conversion
processes to produce fuels which could have the potential to
replace conventional fossir fuers. since vast quantities of
biomass, including rarge reserves of peat, are availabre in
canada as well as in many developing countries, this thesis
project on biornass gasification was undertaken.

Objectives:

To evaluate the feasibirity of applying the gasification
process to biomass in order to assess its potential as an

alternate fuel for internal combustion engines.

Specif íc objectives include:

1 to build and operate proLotype models of updraft and

downdraft gasifiers to gasify peat moss and wood, and

to utilize the producer gas to fuel a sma1l, spark

ignition interna] combustion engine.

2



Chapter I I

REVTEW OF LITERATURE

2.I BIOMASS

Biomass refers to all matter of plant or animar origin ex-

cluding fossil fuers (energy Arternatives, lgBl ) . Harl (r981 )

defines biomass âs, uAlr forms of plant and animar materi-
als, grovln on land, in or on the water, and substances de-

rived from biological growth, such as animal, plant and hu-

man wastes and residues, consisting primarily of carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen". Biomass is a general term which com-

prises agricultural crop residues, manures from confined

livestock, wood and bark residues from primary wood product

manufacturing milIs, bark residues from the wood purp indus-

tFy, peat, logging residues from timber harvesting opera-

tions, non-commerciar components of standing forests, and

the organic fraction of municipar sorid waste (Reed,19Br).

The high organic content of bíomass makes it an exproitabre
energy resource, because the carbon contained in the large
molecules of biological organisms can be made to undergo a

variety of chemical reactions which either release energy

directfy, or convert the original substance into new forms

which can be reacted later to release energy (nnergy Àlter-
nativeso198l) 

"

4



There are a number .of advantages

ploitation of biomass as a source of

5

which apply to the ex-

energy:

1. ready availability,
2. renewability,

3. c1ean, nearly pollution-free combustion,

4. low energy and capital requirements for production,

and

5. no requirements for special storage facilities.

There are, however,

with using biomass for
inc ludi ng :

a number of difficulties associated

energy production on a large scale

1. relatively low heat value per unit volume,

2. variability of quality and heat value,

3. difficulty in controlling the rate of burning,
4. rapid burning, necessitating frequent refuelling,
5" economic probrems in transportation and distríbution,

and

6. the source is often in remote locations.

The ultimate applicability of all biomass conversion

technologies, including biomass gasification, is restricted
by the guantity of bionass that can be made avairabte for
conversion. À Iiterature review of biomass availability in
canada detailing the quantity and energy avairabre is dis*
cussed in section 2nL.1 following.
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2.!.1 Ouantity and Energy Available

various forms of biomass currently account for approximately

3.5 percent of the total energy consumption in canada per

year. (Love and overend,1978) ttris biomass is primariry re-
covered from wood waste of spent pulping liquors at pulp

mirrs. Table 1 summarizes the quantity for the various types

of biomass availabre in canada. From Table 1 it can be not-
êd, even excluding the huge potentiar offered by dedicated

forest or crop energy farms that, these sources have a gross

energy content of 2.77xl-01sJ, or armost 25 percent of cana-

da's totar energy demand if a 70 percent energy conversíon

efficiency is assumed (Aalatinecz,l-gï2l .

In the ress developed countries, 72 percent of the wood

that is cut each year is used as a fuel for cooking and

heating (reO,1978) , while only 5 percent of that cut in
North America is used for similar purposes. Much of the
wood that is currentry used in the less developed countries
is burned inefficienLly. A study done in 1977 by the Brook-

haven Nationar Laboratory in New york, presented some inter-
esting numbers on biomass avairabirity for peru, Thairand,

Indonesia, and India (mubayi et âr.,1980). Estimates of

availabre biomass in these countries in various categories
are shown in Table 2 which indicates that wood is the domi-

nant potentiar supplier of energy arthough crop residues and

manures are also very important.
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TABLE 1

Estimates for the supply of biomass in Canada per year by
type and source

Type/Source of biomass Quant i ty
produced
10'OÐT(G)

Gross energy
content
1018J

Forest waste
-MilI residues
-Residues from forest
operat ions

Dedicated forest biomass
-Unutilized trees in
currently logged areas

-Wood avaiLable in area
not currently logged

-Energy farms

7.5

31.0

20.0

52.0
(*)

0. r4

0.58

0.37

0.97
(*)

Animal Waste 12.6 0.28

Crop waste 16.9 0.25

Dedicated crops (*) (*)

Àquatic biomass (**) (**)

Solid waste 10.6 0.!7

Sewage sludge 0.4 0.01

TotaI 151.0 2 "77

Source: Love a,nd Overendrl978(*) No estimate of the potential contribution of agro-fores-
. . try crops designed for energy produetion eould be made"(**) No estimates available.
(C) Oven dried tonnes.



TÀBLE 2

Estimates of biomass availability per year in rural areas

Peru Thal land lndones I a lndi a

source l06t 10t.rJ l06t lorrrJ to.t lorrd l06t lor',J
-I--:-----

Ht¡nanwaste('Sl O.t 0.001 0.5 0.007 1.6 0.024 7.2 0.107

Ânlmat flanure(f) 5.2 0.078 9.6 0. r 44 7.5 0. r 12 r 48. 5 2.228

Crç Residues(3) 2.7 0. 037 16.7 0.234 23 -4 0. 328 24 .0 0 .560

Fr¡el lood(*) 76.5 1.223 29.7 0.474 r08.0 1.728 1 19.0 r .900

Tota I 84. 5 r .339 56.5 0.859 r40.5 2.192 298.7 4.795

$ - Assunlng 50f col lecttbi I i ty
f - Assrmlng 75f col lect lbi l i tyt - Assunlng l5f use of tlre estimated annual increnent of vood

Sot¡rce: lfr.öayi,V.,et al., 1980
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The quantity of peat available for energy conversion has

been separated from the overall potentiar biomass because Ín

the Literature cited peat ís alternately referred to as

biomass and fossil fuel. Peat is described as partially fos-

sirized prant matter which occurs Ín wet areas and is formed

by the decay of the vegetation under anaerobic conditions
(Monenco,1981).

Peat is a worldwide resource. IÈ is widely used commer-

cialIy in Irel-and, Finland and Russia as a source of energy"

Àccording to a recent United Nations(UN,I980) report the

world peatrands are estimated to cover 420 milrion hectares.

Tab1e 3 contains estimates of peatland areas in various se-

Iected countries. Peat is commerciatrly produced in almost

every country. The current annual production of fuel peat

(Punwani,1981) corresponds to about 0.45 percent of the

world output of other fossil fue1s.

According to the UN report, the energy contained in world

peat resources is estimated to be equivalent to over 630

billion barrels of oil, which is equivalent to more than 50

percent of the world's known natural gas resourees.

Although Canada has almost 40 percent of the world peat

resources, it produces only 0.2 percent of the total of 220

millÍon tonnes produced worldwide (table 4). Even íf only a

fraction of the total peat resources is economically recov-

erablen there is a signifieant Beat resouree that should not

be ignored for energy recovery.
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TABLE 3

Present estimates of the total world peatlands

(Millions of hectares with more than 30 cm of peat)

Geographical Location Area (10'ha )

Canada

usÀ

USSR

As ia

Europe

S.America

Àustral ia

Midd1e East

Total-

Source: UN Report,1980.

170.000

40.000

210.000

32.040

28.240

0.495

0.165

0.050

480.990
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TÀBLE 4

Present production of fuel and horticultural peat

(Thousands of tonnes per year, 40 percent moisture content w.b.)

Locat ion Fuel peat(*)
1 0 3 tonnes

Horticultural peat
L0 3 tonnes

Total
10 3 tonnes

USSR 80,000 120,000

Europe 8971 4334

Às ia 800 1300

Canada 488

usÀ 330

Others 100 24]-2

TotaL 89871 I 28864

Source: UN Report,1980.

(*) I tonne of fuel peat = 11,605 MJ

200,000

13305

210 0

488

33

251

216]-77
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2.2 HTSTORY OF GASIFTCATION

The history of gasification reveals that gasifiers v¡ere

first deveJ-oped in the mid-nineteenth century in Germany.

Towards the end of the century stationary gas producers were

being used to gasify wood and coal (Hauíb and stebar,rg8l).
The begining of World War II and the scarcity of liquid
fuels in Europe intensified the search for domestically

available fuels and resulted in a great surge of activity in

designing and installing gas generators. In Sweden, approxi-
mately 70,000 vehicles were converted to generator gas opqr-

ation within two years (Johansson). These engines operated

reliably although there r¡¡as a derating of power output to
approximately 75 percent of the gasoline rating. It requires

8 kg of wood to replace 4.5 litres of gasoline (Snnf,1-gTg).

The end of World War II brought renewed availability in sup-

plies of liquid fossil fuels and a rapid reconversion of ve-

hicLes to the convenient diesel and gasoline fuels.

wiLh the increase in oil prices and concern

curity of supplies following the formatíon of

has been a renewed interest in all forms of

production and utilization technology.

for the se-

OPEC, there

gasification

2.2.1 Gasification Processes

A simple defínition of gasification observed in the ritera-
ture states that, "Gasífication is the conversion of a solid
to a gas by heating without leaving a eombustible residue"
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(ua11,1981). Another simple description from the literature
states t,hat, "Gasification is the controlled, partial com-

bustion of the fuel" (Habib and Stebar,I98l). The gasifica-
tion process uses the intense heat of partial combustion to
break molecurar bonds in the fuel, thus transforming the

solid fuel to a gaseous fuer. pyrorysis, which is the de-

structive decomposition of biomass using heat to produce

char, pyrolysis oi1, and medium energy gas (Reed,I9g1), is
often referred to as a gasification process by various re-
searchers ( Leverton et a],1980). The presence of air is
not necessary for thermar decomposition of bíomass which

will decompose under vacuum or in an inert atmosphere. Ga-

sífication systems can, therefore, be directly fired with
air or oxygen or indirectly heated by an externar source.

Air Gasification: The production of a low energy gas

containing primarily hydrogen and carbon monoxide can be

achieved by burning biomass with a rimited supply of air.
The gas produced typicarly has an energy content of 3.'r-9.3
MJ/m3 .

Oxyqen Gasifieation
ited supply of oxygen

(11-16 MJ/n3 ) "

When biomass

ir witl yield
is burned with a lim-
a medium energy gas

Hvdroqasification: Describes the conversion of bíomass

to a high energy gas in the presence of pressurized hydrogen

with an energy eontent of 37 MJ/m3 
"



Pyrolysis Gasification: The

environment which is void of

source to produce a gas with

11-16 MJ /m3 .

biomass fuel is heated

oxygen by an external

a medium energy content

I4

in an

hea!

of

Biomass can be converted to a number of usefur products

through the processes shown in Figure 1. A schematic for an

air gasifying system is shown in Figure 2 (Reed,1981). The

biomass in the gasifier is supported by a grate and an addi-
tional fuel is stored in a vessel directly above the gasifi-
er. Preheated air is introduced into the bed of sorid fuel
through air nozzres (cross-draft), or through the grate sup-

porting the solid fuer (updraft). The bed pressure drop is
initiarly overcome by a blower, until the engine starts, and

then by the intake suction of the engine. producer gas lad-
en with ash, soot, tar and acids exits from the gas produc-

er.

Producer gas first goes through an ash removar system,

such as a singre or murtisÈage cyclone creaner and firters,
Ash and soot are collected in a container directly below the
ash removal system. The gas then passes through a heat re-
covery system where heat is transferred to the incoming air.
Tar and acids condense from the gas and are removed in this
step. To remove fine particurates and other impurities, the
gas goes through a finar cleaning system which can be a com-

bination of a fibre glass bag filter, a scrubber, and/or a
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charcoal bed. After the gas is cleaned, it is fed to a gas

mixer where sufficient air is added. The producer gas-air

mixLure is then inducted into the engine.

2.2.2 Types of Gasifiers
The object of gasification is to convert the sorid biomass

elements into gases containing the highest possible energy.

Gasification aL lower temperatures, 200-3000C, prevents the

system from reaching chemical- equilibrium and thus produces

a high proportion of oils and tar. Conversion of these oils
and tar to gases can be accomplished in either fixed or

fluidized bed gasifiers. Fixed bed gasifiers are used for
bulky fuels such as wood chips, pellets, oF corncobs. Up-

draft and downdraft are two crassifications of the fixed bed

gasifier according to the direction and method of air deliv-
ery for the process.

In the updraft type, solid fuel ís fed into the top of

the gasifier. Air or oxygen is introduced at the bottom and

flows upward (rigure 3). As the fuel moves slowly downward

through the gasifier it is dried, distilled, reduced and ox-

idized. The ash is finally discharged from the bottom.

À disadvantage of the

of chemicals, tars and

zone which will condense

of the gasifier"

updraft gasifier is that a variety
oils are produced in the pyrolysis

in the cooler regions near the top
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The downdraft fixed bed gasifier has the same configura-
tion as the updraft gasifier (tr'igure 4) except that the air
or oxygen fl-ows cocurrently downward with the sorid fuer.
The fuer gases produced sweep past the oxidation zone of the

bed and exit near the bottom of the gasifier. Due to the co-

current flow and to the drawing off of the gases from the

bottom, a verticar temperature profire as shown in Figure 5

will develop. In the downdraft gasifier the devolatilization
products encounter high temperatures, in the range of

800-1000 oc an.d break down into smalLer molecules, thus re-
ducing the tar content in the fuel gas.

Although, the idea of a tar free gas is usuarly associat-
ed with downdraft gas producers and many resurts of success-

ful gasifiers have been reported, Kaupp (1982) report that
no downdraft gasifier exists which can produce tar free gas.

The often claimed

in the throat section

cracking the tar
(Kaupp,1982).

homogenous high temperature generaÈed

of the downdraft gasifiers, which help

vapors is usually unobtainable

In a fluidized bed gasifier, âs shown in Figure 6, a bed

of fine particles of solid fuer is fluidized by an air
stream passing upward through t,he fuer at controlred veloci-
ty. The bed is continuousry subjected to rapid agitation and

mixing, resulting in high heat and mass transfer rates.
Since fluidized bed qasíf iers are a nevrer develonment rhan
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known.
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downdraft, their characteristics are not well

2.2.3 Maior Reactions and Chemical Equilibrium
The production of producer gâs, which is "gasification" or

partial combustion of a sorid fuer, is, like the total com-

bustion of a solid fuer, a reaction at a high temperature

between the oxygen of the air and the sorid fuel. rn totar
combustion there is usually a surplus of air or oxygen; in
gasifícation there is a surplus of the solid fuel.

The processes occuring in any gasifier
duction, pyroJ-ysis and drying. Figure 7

zones and a schematic temperature profile
sifier. The reactions taking place in the

ed in Table 5.

are oxidation, re-

shows the reaction

for an updraft ga-

gasifier are Iist-

In the lowest zone (rigure 7), oxidation of charl with
oxygen(O, ) occurs. The heat produced by this exothermic

reaction drives the subsequent processes. The gas stream is-
suing from the oxidation zone is hot and rich in carbon di-
oxide(CO, ). The high temperatures, 900-10000 C, in the oxi-
dation zone favour the reduction reactions c and d (see

Tabre 5) which are highry endothermic. As the gases rise be-

yond the reduction zone, they come in contact with cooler,
sorid fuel. The t,emperature falrs below 600oc and the reduc-

A dark-colored
mal substances

form of carbon made
at 500"750 oC

from vegetable or ani-
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TABLE 5

Important reactions in gasification

Oty rn9

A.<trclþñ

O¡ld¡ls

u ( k.rrlmole )

Reactions 250 C 727 aC

a) CO + HzO =eO, * Hr

b) c +2H, =cHr

c)C+H,O =COaHz

d) c, + co, =2co

4r.2

74.93

-131.40

-t72.60

34.77

89.95

-136.0

-I70,7

e)e+O¡ =COr
rrã1 e!Fl
J:'J.OU

10¡ o
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tion and the water shift reactions are frozen. The partial-
Iy dried feed above the char bed is pyrolyzed by the rising
hot gas stream. The immediate products are low molecular

mass hydrocarbons, aIcohols, acids, oils, and tars, âs weII

as CO, Hz, COr, HrO and CHo . The hydrocarbons undergo

cracking and reforming to Hr, CO, and COz . The temperature

near the top of t,he bed is too low f or this reforming to be

completed and the raw gas stream leaving the reactor is lad-

en with products which are not characteristic of the equi-

librium established in the reduction zone. Ðesrosíers (1981)

observed that, in a downdraft gasifier, a near-equilibrium
product distribution is achieved because the final gas-solid

contact involves hot char rather than volatile laden feed as

is the case in an updraft gasifier.

The conposition of the gas produced by a gasifier depends

on the degree of equilibrium attained in the various reac-

tions (Snnr ,I979), The chemical equilibrium in turn depends

on the temperatures, residence times, and gas-solid contact-
ing methods (Desrosiers,l-979). Wark (fgZf) aefines chemical

equilibrium as the ratio of the reactants in a reaction.
Thimsen and Morey (fgAf) used an equilibrium model to calcu-
Iate equilibrium compositions of corn cob flames. They car-
ried out a full series of composition calculations for mois-

ture contents of 0, 5, 10r 15, 20, and 50 percent tv.b., and

equivalence ratios2 of 1.19, l, 0.8, 0.59, 0.4, 0"2 and 0.1

À concept widety used in the study of fuel combustion.
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and temperatures from 300 to L6000C . They found. that at

equivalence ratios of 1.0 or more the eguilibrium composi-

tion is almost nitrogen (N, ), water vapor (ttrO ), and car-
bon dioxide (co, ) (see Figure B). They also observed that,
as the equivalence ratio decreased, significant amounts of

CO and H, were present in the final gas composition. A typ-
ical composition of gas obtained from corn cobs at a mois-

ture content of 20 percent w.b. and equivalence ratio (nn)

of 0.2 is shown in Figure 9. In a similar kind of experi-
ment wi th ai r gas i f icat ion of dry wood Desrosiers Ãgzg ) re-
ported that the chemical energy stored in the gas is maximum

at an equivalence ratio of 0.255 (See Figure 10). Thimsen

and Morey (1981) and Desrosiers (1979) conctuded that, for
best resulÈs, the temperature inside the system, in the oxi-
dation zone should be greater than 7250c and that the ER be

adjusted to 0.255. In a fixed bed gasifier, however, the ER

is not adjusted easily. The variation of the gas composi-

tion with temperature for a fixed ER was studied by Desrosi-

ers (1979). He found that, in oxygen gasification of dry

wood, maximum energy gas is obtained if the temperature is
in the range of 900:10000C.

Though the attainment of chemical equíIibrium in a gasi-
fier seems to be important, only two of the various refer-
ences cited have studied chemicar equilibrium on laboratory

Equivalence ratio (ER) is the
divided by the stoíchiometric

oxidant to fuel weight ratio
ratio (need, 1981).
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moders under controlled conditions. while limited informa-

tion tion was noted in the literature, it seems hardly pos-

sible to attain equiribrium without having cont,rol over the

temperature, air to fuer ratio and other factors that affect
chemical equilibrium.

2.3 HEÀTING VALUE OF BIOMASS

The energy rereased upon burning a unit mass of solid fuel
is the heating value. The heat value obtained by burning a

substance in a crosed chamber, where the heat of vapor iza-
tion of water and the heat of condensation of water vapor

formed by the combination of hydrogen and oxygen are added

to the heat of the combustion of solid material, is cal1ed

higher heat value (Saxena and Buchanan ,lg8?). Lower heat

value represents the heating value of a substance burnt in
open air, where the heat of vaporization and and the heat of

condensation of water and the water vapor are lost.

The heating val-ue of biomass is important in the process

of gasification as it directly affects the heating value of
the gas produced. rt urtimatery influences the efficiency
of a gasifier which is the ratio of the heating varue of the

produced gas to that of the feedstock. Table 6 shows the

higher heat varues of various biomass and fossil fueLs. The

heating values and chemicar properties of various gases are

compiled in TabLe 7.
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TABLE 6

Higher heat values of various biomass and fossil fuels

FueI MJ /ks Mo i sture
Zw

content
b.

Biomass

Peat

Sod peat
Peat pellets
Peat briquettes

Wood

Birch
EIm
Oak
Pine
Poplar

Wood Residue

Pine bark
Pine sawdust
Pine shavings

Agricultural residues

Oat straw
BarIey straw
FIax straw
Corn silage

Fossil fuels

Bitumenous coal
FueI oil
Gasoline
Natural gas
Propane

11-14
13-16.5
17-18.5

20.08
20 .45
18.99
20.66
20.70

27.02
20.36
20 .49

7 .60
8.25
9.00

10"80

31.30
42.90
43.50
58.00
49.70

30-45
14-3 0
1 0-15

27 .68
30.79
17.13
25.79

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

source: saxena and Buchanan,1982 and Harker and Backhurst,lgBl.(*) ¡ Data not available.



TABLE 7

Heating values and chemical properties of conmon gaseS.

Gas Chemlcal
syr¡öol

Carbon nsroxlde c0

Hydrogen Hr

llethane CH¡

Ethane CrHc

Acetylene C¿H¿

Carbon dloxide C0¿

Source: SERI

llo lecu ì ar
utetght

Densi ty

Rs/nt

1.25

0.089

0.7 l7

1 .356

t.171

r .977

Heating value

frl,lrlmr

r r.97

12.10

37 .70

66.07

55.85

Stolchiqretr ic
Alr ratio

mr,/mr

2.38

2. 38

9.52

16:66

r1.90

Heatirq value
of Stoichiorne-
tnic mixture.

fil,Jrlrn 3

3.54

3.57

3.58

3.7 4

4.32

28

2

r6

30

26

44

Gener.aton Gae- The Sr¡edish Experle¡ce frq¡r 1939-1945' Ciolden, Colorado'

t\)
\^o
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2.3.I Effect of Moisture Content

The moisture content of the feedstock has a direct influence
on the heat content of the feedstock as well as on the qual-
ity of the gas produced. Saxena and Buchanan (1992) report-
ed on heat recovery from burning of agricultural residues.
They found that most crop residues had littre or no avail-
abLe heat value when the moísture content v¡as greater than

50 percent w.b. Table I shows the gas composition, at vari-
ous moisture contents of hybrid poplar, found in a test se-

ries conducted by Forintek (198r). At increasing moisture
contents the concentration of carbon-dioxide produced in the
gas increases thus decreasing its calorific varue. saro
Kari et aI.(1980) reported that the moisture content of peat

should not exceed 40 percent. If the moisture content is
higher, peat is not dried. totarly in the drying zone of
the gasifier and water is carried over into the gasification
zone. As a consequence, the t.emperature decreases and the
process of gasification is adversely affected. The resurL

of the experiment carried out by Salo Kari et aI. (1990),
(see Figure 11) showed that the chemicar efficiency on a dry
and rar¡ gas basis deereased significantly as the moisture
content of the peat, increased"
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TABLE 8

Gas composition and calorific value of hybrid poplar tree
chips at various levels of moisture conteñt

Gas composition
(Z by volume)

Moisture content (%w.b. )13 24 34

H2

co

CHo

CxHy *

CO,

o2

N2

Calor i f ic value (uJ ,/m, )

17.5

t9.7

3.5

2.1

12 "7

1.9

42.6

7 .r3

16.7 15.1

16.0 11.9

3.2 2.I

1.9 1 4

15.8 17 .7

0.9 0.9

45.5 50.9

6.37 4.94

Source Forintek Corp., 1981.

* Other hydrocarbons , CrHr,CrHc ¡CzHs
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2,4 ENERGY USE OF PRODUCER GAS

The gases produced through various gasification processes

have a wide range of energy content and corresponding appri-
cations, as presented in Table 9. severar research projects
in the past have shown that use of gases with low energy

content resurts in some loss of performance in internar com-

bustion engines. The engine performance using producer gas

is discussed within this section.

2.4.I Enqine Power Output

Tatom et al. (1976) reported fueling a General Motors Èruck

engine with a pyroJ.ysis gas consisting of 12, 24, 7 , and ST

percent hydrogen, carbon monoxide, methane and nitrogen re-
spectively. Engine povrer output was 60-6b percent of that
attaíned with gasoline. The decrease in power leveIs is due

mainry to the relativery lower heating vaLue of the air-pro-
ducer gas mixture compared to an air-gasoline mixture
(senr ,1979) î also the number of molecures present in the

combustion chamber decreases for a producer gas-air mixture.
Most researchers reported some por,ier ]oss due to a drop in
vorumetric efficiency of the engine. Results presented by

Parke et al. (1981) for spark ignition engine performance

characteristics when fueted with biomass producer gâs,

showed that the maximum power output for an engine fueled
with naturar gas was 12.5 kw which occurred with a nearly
correct, but srightry rich mixture. The maximum povrer de-



TÀBLE 9

Energy content of fuel gases and their uses.

-.---.----
Enerþy Range (n{,J/mr } Uses

Lc¡¡ EnergY Gas(LEG)
(Producer gas)

Lo¡ Energy Gas
(Generator gas)

lledit¡n Energy Gas{ìlEGl
( Tcr¡rr gas, S¡rgas )

I i ogas

High Enecgy Gas(HEGI

Syntfretlc Natural gas
( SNG)

E last furnace

Alr gasification

Ox!€en gasl f icatlon
Pyrolysis gasi f ication

Anaercblc digrestlon

0i I/Gas ¡æl ls

Further pcocesslng
of f{EG & btogas

0n-si te irdustrial heat
arrd porer,process heat.

Procegs heat,PiPel ine.

Close-cor.pled to gas/oi I
bollecs operatlon of dlese
ard sparK englnes.

Reglonal irdustrial PiPel ines
synthesis of .fr¡els t arncnia-

2.97 -3 .7 2

5.58-7.44

! l:- l6- .l8.6

22.32-26 .04

37 -2

37 .2

Long dl stance PlPel ines
for genecal heat, Pcrrec

Long di starìce PtPe I lnes
for general heat, Po*er

Source'. Re€d T.B-' 1981

(¡,
È
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veroped h'ith producer gas $¡as B.z k!{ which occurred with a

lean mixture , about 93 percent of the stoichiometric mix-
ture. The power loss was due to the decreased heating varue

of the air-fuer mixture entering t,he engine, which was 2"r!
MJ/n3 for producer gas and 3.OZ MJ/n3 for natural gas.

2.4,2 Air-Fuel Míxture and Flammablitv f,imits
spiers (ßqz) found that maximum engine povrer using producer

gas occurred with a Lean mixture aboul 93.s percent of the
stoichiometric mixture strength for engine speeds of
1000-3000 r/min. woods (1942) reported that maximum power

using producer gas occurred with a mixture z-3 percent lean.

while the limits of ftammabrity of simpre mixtures o,f a
singre combustible gas and air have been documented with
relative consistency by Harker and Backhurst (r9gr), (see

Table 10), the frammablity limits for mixtures of more than

one combustibre gas are less definite. stassen concluded
that because of the wide range of the frammabrity rimits of
the producer gas components, the risk of non-ignition due to
incorrect air/gas mixture is ress. The theoretical- stoichio-
metric air-gas ratios for producer gas consisting of 1 per-
cent cHt, 15 percent H2 and different percentages of co, as

reported by Stassen are presented in Figure l-Z.
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TÀBLE 10

Approximate limits of fLammability of gases in air aL STp

Gas Lower limit
(v/v%)

Upper Iimit
(v /vY")

Hydrogen

Carbon monoxide

Methane

Ethane

Propane

Natural gas

4.0

12.5

5.3

3.0

2.2

4.8

75

74

15

12.5

oÊ,

13.5

Source: Harker and Backhurst, 1981.
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Chapter I I I

PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

3.1 HEAT OF COMBUSTTON OF BIOMASS FUELS

The gross heat of combustion of peat, wood and charcoaL bri-
quettes was determined by burning weighed sampres in an oxy-
gen bomb carorimeter. The net heat of combustion of the

fuel samples v¡as not determined because the erementar compo-

sition was not available.

3.1. L Aooaratus

Eguipment required to determine the heating value of the se-

lected biomass fuels incruded an oxygen bomb calorimeter,
thermometer in the fraction of 0 c graduation, standard al-
kari sorution of 0.0725N, benzoic acid perlets, methyl indi-
cator, ân oxygen cyrinder and timer in fractions of a sec-

ond.

3.1.2 Standardization of Calorimeter

The Parr oxygen bomb carorimeter and accessories used in the

experiment are shown in Figure 13. Two thousand millilitres
of distilled water r.rere praced in the oval bucket. A 100 mm

Iength of nickel alroy fuse wire was used Lo connect the two

electrodes for ionition DurDoses= A slandard hanzaìn -ar.i¿l

38
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F i gure 13: Oxygen bomb calorimeter to deternine heat of
combust ion
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perlet was used for standardization. Initially an empty

steel capsule v¡as weighed on the barance and reweighed with
a benzoic acid perret. This capsule was placed on a support

formed by the erectrodes and the fuse wire was adjusted so

that it just touched the sample. one mi]1ílitre of distirred
water was added to the bomb with a pipette. The bomb was

then closed and tightened by hand.

The bomb was firred with oxygen until the bomb pressure

rose to 2533 kPa (zs atm). After connecting the erectric
terminals to the electrodes the charged bomb was lowered

into the bucket and the calorimeter was closed. After making

all electrical connections the stirrer and timer were turned
on simultaneousry. Before starting, the vrater temperature

r{as recorded and then readings were taken at one minute in-
tervars. This process continued for about b minutes or un-

til any temperature rise ceased. At the instant the tempera-

ture rise ceased the ignition unit button was pressed to
ignite the nicker wire, which ignited the benzoic acid pel-
Iet.

The heat released was transferred by conduction to the

bucket water which was indicated by a temperature rise.
Àgain temperature readings !{ere taken at one minute inter-
vals, and vrere continued for 5 minutes after the temperature

rise had ceased, At this stage the stirrer was stopped and

the calorimeter cover removed.
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The gases inside the oxygen bomb vrere reLeased by opening

the safety varve on the bomb head. I.rhen arl gases had es-

caped, the bomb head was unscrewed and the electrodes and

the interior of the bomb $rere washed with 10 mr of distirred
water. T\" length of unburned wire was carefurry measured

and noted. About 2 Eo 3 drops of methyr orange indicator
vrere added to the washings from the bomb. These washings

were then titrated against a 0.0725N sodium carbonate solu-
tion, to find the volume of nitric acid formed.

À graph of time versus temperature, as shown in Appendix

A, was drawn to get the time at 60 percent temperature rise.
Time and temperature readings were then used to calculate
the exact temperature rise by the following equation:

t = tc ta F1 (b-a) - rz (c-b) ----(1)
where:

t = corrected temperature rise, o C

a = time of firing, min

b = time when temperature reaches 60 percent

of total rise
c = time at beginning of period (after the tempera-

ture rise) at which the rate of temperature

ta

tc

f¡

change had become zero,

= temperature at time of

= temperature at time

= rate of temperature

minutes, oe/min

= rate of ternperature

cl

min

firing, oC

0c

rrse during first five

t2 change during last five
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The energy

calculated as

where:

fi=
H=

m=
t-L_

9r=

ê¡=

minutes , o C/min

equivalent (W) of the calorimeter was then

follows:

[r{ = (Hm + ê1 + ê3 )r/L

energy equivaLent, J/o C

heat of combustion of standard benzoic acid
pellet, 26.454 kJ/g

mass of standard benzoic acid peIIet, g

corrected temperature rise, o C

correction for heat of formation of HNO3 , J

correction for heat of combustion of fuse wire, J

3.1.3 Determination of Heat of combustion of Biomass Fuel

The procedure for determining the gross heating value of
biomass fuer is the same as discussed in section 3.!.2. The

varue of m in equation 2 is repraced by the mass of fuer
sampre. The following equation was used to calculate the
gross calorific value:

Hg = ( Wt - ê1 ê2 - €3 )/n
where:

Hg = Çross heat of combustion, MJ/kg

ê2 = correction for heat of forrnation of H2SO4 , J

For all the three f uer sampres, e2 rras considered to be

zero because peat, wood and briquettes have a negligibre
sulfur content o



The above procedure was fol-Iowed

fuel sample to have a representative

of combustion. A sample calculation
of peat is shown in Appendix A. The

f ol lows ;

three times for

val-ue of the gross

for gross heating

results obtained

43

each

hea t

value

are as

TÀBLE 1T

Gross heating values of fuels used

SoI id fuel Mo i sture
content,B w.b.

Gross heating
value , lí¿/kg

S tanda rd
deviation

Peat

Charcoal

Wood

19%

88

232

16.54

18.37

1B " 82

0.749

0 .437

0.268

3.2 GASTFIERS

The object of this thesis project $¡as to build a gasifier

and to utilize the produced gas to operate an internal com-

bustion engine driving a 4 kW generator. À downdraft gasifi-

er design was elected initially since this type has been re-

ported to produce a tar-free gas that can be utilized in an

engine without much cleaning,
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À l imi ted budget r{as ava i rable to cover the .cost of
building prototype moders and it was necessary to keep ma-

terial costs as row as possible. Arr designs considered

v¡ere simple so that the costs for both materiar and fabrica-
tion courd be maintained as economicaL as possible. Three

models were buirt and tested during the course of the inves-
tigation. These models are described together with test
procedures and resurts obtained in sections which forrow.

3.2.1 Model Number I
This first moder vras a very simpre unit, which was made from

two 0.46 m diameter oil barrels. The gasif ier Ì{as a suction-
type, downdraft reactor with two rz.s mm díameter inlet
holes located 300 mm above the grate, which $¡ere near the
mid-section of the cylindrical body. A single producer gas

outlet, 38 mm in diameter vras instarled through the perime-

ter wall into the ash correction zone at the base of the

unit. the grate was the bottom of the upper barrel section
containing a series of 30 mm diameter hores to alrow the
passage of ashes. À vertical 12.5 mm diameter shaf t vras in-
^!-11^l :- !L- -îsE,arreo ln Ene centre öt the gasifier and was attached to a

section of grate materiar at it.s base. Rotation of this
shaft and attached grate materiar caused ashes to drop into
the ash collection zone. A localry availabre lid, s00 mm in
diameter was used for the top of the gasifier. A condensa-

tion uniÈ fabricated from 38 mm outer diameter copper tubing
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was connected to the gas outLet. Four pipe sections, 600 mm

long were set vertically and connected in series. Two con-

densate taps $rere installed in the base of the condenser to
collect condensate from the producer gas.

Experiments: Àt start up, the gasifier was initially
loaded with sphagnum peat moss, a type of horticurturar peat

which occurs in south Eastern Manitoba and which was ob-

tained from the Plant science DeparLment, university of Man-

itoba. The gasifier was loaded from the grate up to the }ev-
er of the air ínlet holes. Loading vras done by removing the

top of the reactor.

A burning zone was started on the top of the peat bed by

igniting smalr pieces of wood and when the peat was burning

evenry over the entire area at the level of t,he air holes
(trris took about 20 minutes to occur from the time the fire
I{as lit), the gasifier was loaded wíth more peat until it
was fulr. The top of the gasifier vras then repraced, and the

suctíon inlet of a shop vacuum cleaner was connected to the
producer gas outlet below the grate. The suction of the

vacuum cleaner caused air to enter t,hrough the air inlet
holes, and also from the top of the gasifier, since the rid
vras not air t.ight. Later the gasifier was wrapped with f ibre
glass insulation to reduce heat losses.

Results and Conclusions: No combustible

from the gasifier after firing with peat

gas was obtained

havino moi ql-rrrc
--- --- 2
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contents of 55, 43 and 38 percent w.b. The probable reasons

of the failure of model number I are as fo]lows:

1. The high temperature needed in the oxidation zone for
the thermal cracking of the peat, was not achieved.
The fibre grass insulation sras arso not sufficient to
retain heat to reach the required temperature. Though

the temperature was not measured, it was obvious that
the temperature was too low, as could be sensed by

touching the gasifier physically, by hand.

2. The guality of the peat burned may have affected the
gas production, because the peat used was a horticul-
turar type, which has different heat content than

fuer peat. The anarysis of the peat was not avail-
abLe, so it is not possibre to comment on the organic
content of the fuel.

3. The lid of the gasifier was not air-tight, therefore
it is probable that, more air than was needed for the
partiar combustion was entering the gasifier when the
pressure v¡as reduced by the suction of the vacuum

cleaner. As a resurt comprete combustion of peat vras

taking place and the gas leaving the gasifier was

non-combustibre and probably contained large amounts

of steamr cârbon-dioxide, and unburned carbon. Though

a gas analysis was not performed it can be assumed

that the gas contained a high percentage of carbon

dioxideo sinee during many attempts to ignite the gas
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with a match the flame was extinguished. Equipment

to perform analysis of the gas was not available and

the cost to obtain an analysis from commercial sourc-

es was beyond the budget limits for the project.

3.2.2 Mode1 Number !
Because of the lack of success with rnodel number r, it was

decided to design a second model incorporating a number of

modifications. The pictorial view and the schematic diagram

of moder number 2 is shown in Figures 14 and 15 respective-
ly. This unit was fabricated in the agricultural engineering

workshop. The material used for fabricating the main body of

the gasifier was sheet metal from the waIls of a discarded

oiI burning furnace.

As shown in Figure 15, this unit vras Z2O mm square in
cross-section and 900 mm high. In order to have intense com-

bustion in the oxidation zone, the area in the oxidation
zone was reduced by constructing a venturi having a cross-
section of 120 mm square. To reduce the heat dissipation the

space between the venturi and the inner surface of the outer
warls was densly packed with refractory cement. À singre air
inlet tube !.25 cm in diarneter was instarred through the

side of the gas producer extending into. the reduced area of

the venturi, so that the combustion zone nas concentrated in
the vicinity of this singre air inlet. The gas outlet vras

again plaeed in the ash zone.
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Figure 14: Pictorial view of model number 2
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The condenser which was the same unit that was used with
model number 1 was installed on moder number 2. After some

test triars a cement praster coating, 12.5 mm in thickness
vras placed on the outer walls of the gasifier to reduce heat

losses and thus to contribute to the goal of achieving a

high temperature inside the gasifier.

Experiments: The testing procedure adopted was the same

as that used for modeL number f, except that this time an

air compressor was used to introduce air through the inlet
tube during firing. Fuel for the initial trials was wood

blocks cut into approximately 2s.4 mm cubes, rather than
peat. The wood was waste from a locar sawmirr and rumber

yard. The blocks vrere prepared manually using a band saw

and an axe. The wood cuttings used were a mixture of spruce,
pine and poplar taken from Manitoba foresÈs. The moísture

content of the wood blocks vras 23 percent w.b.

In testing, the gasifier vlas loaded with wood blocks up

to the level of air inret. Lighting fluid was sprinkred on

the wood bed, ignited and a fire zone was estabrished. The

gasifier was loaded wit.h more wood after the wood was burn-
íng evenry at the level of the air inret, and the cover vras

put into prace. A smaIl aspirator fan was connected to the
producer gas outlet reading from the ash zone to índuce a

downdraft lhrough the gasifier.
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A second roading procedure tested was to load the gasifi-
er with charcoal briquettes to a depth of approxirnately 100

mm above the grate and with wood cubes up to the lever of
the aír inlet followed by firing. À comprete charge of char-
coar br iquettes rras f i red several t imes as a thi rd tr iaL
procedure.

Results and conclusions: on several occasions combusti-
ble gas was obtained from this second model when it was

fired with wood cubes, a mixture of charcoal briquettes and

wood cubes and with charcoar briquettes alone. lt was ob-

served that the product,ion of combustible gas with each kind

of fuel took about two and harf to three hours from the

start of firing.

The gas composition varied according to the rength of
time that burning had occured. soon after the gasifier was

loaded and ignited a large quantity of water vapor was emit-
ted from the wood and as a consequence gas $¡ith poor combus-

tion characteristics was obtained during this interval. As

fuer was consumed the combustion quality of the gas improved

and the gas was observed to burn best when the charge !,ras

armost compretely burned. The consumption of the fuer made

it necessary to refilr the gasifier with a fresh charge

which lowered the temperature inside the gasifier.

Though temperature v¡as not measured, it
the deterioration of the gas quality that a

lras evident

temperature

f rom

drop
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had occured. while operating the gasifier, arthough combust-

ible gas was obtained, the suppry of the combustible gas was

intermittent and of variabre energy content. Good quarity
gas was obtained only after the air input v¡as increased and

the discharge gases allowed to escape for several minutes.

on one occasion when a mixture of wood brocks and char-
coal was fired, a continuous supply of readily combustible
gas v¡as obtained f or a period of over 25 minutes. During

this period the gas was derivered into a bottre and burning
was sustained at its top as the gas r{as de}ivered. The gas

was not analyzed as it v¡as very costly to do so.

The gas produced from wood contained large quantities of
tar, steam and other impurities which frequently crogged the
small aspirator fan which had to be cleaned several times.

The metal used for the walrs of the venturi was found to
be too thin to withstand the heat generated inside the gasi-
fier. It was observed that the inner warr in the venturi
zone opposite to the air inret was meLted after six firings,

During the experiments wiÈh models 1 and z, it v¡as noted

that the erevated temperatures that favor the gasification
reactions !{ere reached only when the air input to the gasi-
f ier vras increased under pressure from the air compressor.

Increasing the air input accererated combustion in the burn-
ing zone and did increase the temperature, but the combusti-
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produced gas deteriorated. Thus the sup-

gas was intermittent.

3.2.3 Laboratory Pyrolysis Test

A number of laboratory experiments were conducted to deter-
mine whether low temperatures were the barrier reducing gas

production in the gasifier. A pyrolysis tube was used to
heat the fuel samples for these raboratory tests. The pyro-
rysis tube was a brack iron pipe, 76.2 mm in diameter and

457.2 mm long, threaded at both ends. one end cap had a 5 mm

tube gas outlet installed.

The fuer sample vras praced in the tube, and both ends of
the tube closed. The pyrorysis tube was then heated evenry

with a bunsen burner. sphagnum peat moss and wood shavings

were used as feedstock for these laboratory tests. It vras

observed that when the pyrorysis tube was heated, with wood

shavings as a feed stock, combustible gas production vras

achieved. The outlet tube was inserted in a bottre and the
evolved gas was ignited with a match. The gas continued to
burn with a yellow frame for 15 minutes after the heating
with the bunsen burner vras stopped. when peat vras heated in
the tube combustibre gas was obtained onry after the tube

vras heated with two burners for 45 minutes. The frame size
obtained by igniting the gas from peat v¡as smarl in compari-

son to that obtained from wood shavings.
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Though no quantitative measure of the temperature, gas

production and gas guality was made, during the bench trials
compreted with the pyrolysis tube it can be concluded that:
peat and wood shavings have a potentiar to produce combusti-
ble gâs, provided high temperature favorable for the produc-

tion of combustible gas is maintained in the system.

3.2.4 Model Number 3

The configuration of moder number 3 was basicalry the same

as that of model number 2. The main differences were¡ the
material used in fabrication of the main body was a zso mm

diameter (7 mm thick) brack iron pipe. The inner manifold
vras prepared by welding two cones to a cylindrical throat
section 120 mm in diameter and 1s0 mm high. This inner sec-
tion thus formed a venturi. There vrere four air inlets, 90

degrees apart, around the midsection of the cyrindrical
body. The four air inrets vrere connected by an outside per-
imeLer plenum tube 25 mm in diameter and discharged into the
venturi at mid height of its central section. Air was fed
from the air compressor to a síngre inlet in the outside
prenum tube and distributed Èo the four inrets leading to
the cylindrical throat section of the venturi. The pictori-
al view and schematic of moder number 3 is shown in Figures
16 and 17.

The gas outlet was provided

the outer cylinder wall and the

in the annular

inner venturi,
space

beLow

between

the air
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Figure 16: Pictorial view of model number 3
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inlet (See Figure 17). The produced gas !{as

upwards after exiting from the grate to reach

eter gas outlet leaving the gasifier.
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made to travel
the 5 cm diam-

Later the gasifier was modified to operate in an updraft
mode, by providing an air inret in the ash zone and a pro-
ducer gas outret near the top of the gasifier. At the same

time a hole was drilred through the side wal-r 5 cm above the
grate through which a r.25 cm diameter pípe was installed
and welded into prace. This tube extended from the outside
into the burning zone and permitted a probe to be inserted
so that temperature measurements could be taken. A type K

thermometer probe and a met,er for recording the temperature

were borrowed from the Mechanicar Engineering department.

Experiments: when operating as a downdraft gasifier, the

unit !{as loaded with wood blocks, a mixture of wood blocks
and charcoar, and charcoal alone for different firings. An

aspirator fan was used to draw the produced gas from the ga-

sifier outlet and through the condenser. For one trial the

charcoar briquettes were soaked in water for few seconds be-

fore loading into the gasifier. The size of the briquettes
was reduced by breaking.

when operating as an updraft gasif ier, the gas vlas taken

out through the outlet near the top of the gasifier. The

temperature in the oxidation zone was measured with a ther-
mocouple probe.
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Results and conclusions: The problem of not achieving
sufficiently high temperature, as with the first two gasifi-
ers, was again experienced in model number 3. The tempera-

ture recorded in the reduction zone when the gasífier $¡as

operated in downdraft mode was onry 2000 c. The temperature

in the oxidation zone was measured by inserting the probe

through the air inlet and was found to be 3000 c. These row

temperatures encountered in the oxidation and reduction zone

prevented the occurrence of the reduction reactions which

contribute to the formation of co and H, .. rt iå reported in
the riterature (senr,]-979) that it requires 11000 c tempera-

ture for the complete reduction of CO, to CO. The recorded

temperature obtained from operating moder number 3 were far
from even being close to this requirement. This vras the main

cause of not getting combustible gas.

when the gasifier was operated as an updraft unit, temp-

erature measurements were again taken ín the oxidation and

reduction zone. The temperature in the oxidation zone on

one occasion was measured at 7600 c and thaL in the reduc-

tion zone up to 5750 c. These temperature readings were tak-
en after a quantity of air was fed to the gasifier from the

compressor. At this stage the top lid of the gasifier was

taken off and the gas lighted at the mouth of the gasifier
with a match. A faírry good quarity gas !{as obtained as in-
dicated by the vigorous burning and flame production. This

flame production eonLinued for ten minutes"
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Feeding of more air again caused combustibre gas to be

evolved and it !{as observed that the temperature rose in a

range from 600-7000 c. The Lemperature soon dropped to
around 350-4000 c (in 5-10 minutes) after the suppry of air
was shut off. As long as the temperature in the burning and

reduction zone were in the range 600-7000 c combustible gas

was obtained. l{henever the temperature dropped berow this
range a non-combustible gas evolved from the Çasifier. since
the supply of the combustibre gas vras intermittent no at-
tempt was made to feed the gas to the engine.

3.2.5 Electric Furnace

An electric furnace was made avairable for use on the
project by Dr.Gallop of the Food science department. The

furnace (see Figure 18) consisted of a 910 mm rength of lbO

mm diameter pipe heated with three erectric heaters mounted

along the length of the pipe. The pipe vras inserted in an

insurated casing. There $ras a temperature controL for each

individuar heater mounted on the pipe. The range of the con-

tror switehes was from 37-]-0930 e. one end of the furnace
had a 38.1 mm diameter outret pipe for the emission of gas.

Thís outret pipe was inserted through a flange, which served

as a cap for crosing the furnace. The other end had a simi-
rar type of flange cap with an air inlet pípe 6.3 mm in di-
arneter inserted through it.
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Figure 18: Pictorial view of the electric furnace
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Experiments: Three tests were performed using wood

blocks, peat and charcoal briquettes. In each test, the

starting temperature was set at 370 c and was increased in
steps of 370 c untir good quality combustibre gas was ob-

tained. The gas was passed through a condensing unit to
drain off the condensate and tar. After every 10-15 minutes

a match was lighted near the outlet to determine if
the production of combustible gas had started.

Results and concrusions: It was observed that combusti-

ble gas production began at 537, S93 and 6760 C for wood,

charcoar briquettes and peat respectively. It took an aver-
age of one and a half hours for the gasing to start in this
furnace with each kind of fuel. The gas production stopped

two and a harf hours after it started. The maximum height of
flame was produced from wood fuel and measured 400 mm, The

flame heights from charcoar and from sphagnum peat were rsb

mm and 140 mm respectively.

Gas collecting unit: The gas which evorved from the

electric furnace was collected in an over water gas coLlect-
ing unit employing Èwo tanks as shown in Figure 19. The

smarrer tank which was 0.58 m in diameÈer and 0.89 m high

was inverted into the larger tank. rt was herd in place by

an angre iron bar welded to the the smaller tank and which

rested on the top edges of the rarger tank. The smaller tank

had two openings in its top end, one for the inret of gas
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from the furnace and the other for the outreL of the
leading to the engine intake maniford. The rarger tank

firred with water. Àn angle iron rectangurar frame

erect,ed over this }arger tank upon which two purleys

suspended. The smalrer tank mass was counterbaranced by

ing mass in the bucket which was attached to one end of
rope passing over the purleys while the other end vÍas

tached to the top end of the smaller tank.

3.2.6 Internal Combustion Enqine Operation

A used singre cylinder, air cooled wisconsin engine was

available for testing purposes, The engine was coupled

4 kI^I generator which would be used for load testino- A
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The erectric furnace was loaded with fuer and set to
heating mode. seguential tests for the production of a com-

bustible gas were made by striking matches at the end of the
gas outreÈ tube leaving the furnace. when combustible gas

production began the outlet of the furnace vras connected to
the inlet of the gas collection unit t.hrough a water heater
hose. The outlet from the gas correcting chamber vras plugged

and additionar mass vras added in the bucket to create a vac-

uum. In this mode of operation combustible gas was drawn

into the gas holder from the furnace. The gas holder tank
slowly rifted as gas entered from the furnace and raised to
accommodate 0.19 m3 of gas. This stored gas was rater used

for fueling an internal combustion engíne.

made

toa
fê-



sistance box, borrowed from the Electrical Engineering
partment was used for loading the generator and thus the

gine. The specifications of the engine and the generator
given ín Appendix B.
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Modifications¡ It was decided to compare the engine per-
formance operating on producer gas with its operation using
propane as fuel. The major modification made for the engine

to operate on gaseous fuer was the replacement of the exist-
ing gasoline carburetor with an air-gas mixer. A propane

tank v¡as purchased and an adjustable pressure regurator was

attached Lo it. The adjustable regulator had the capacity of
reducing 1.72 MPa pressure down to 0.013 Mpa. A hose 1.b m

long and 6.35 mm in diameter supplied this gas of reduced

pressure to a second regulator. This second regulator was a

model 3008 Àlgas unit. The outret from this unit was con-
nected to the air-gas mixer through a varve, which served

for shutting off the propane suppry to the engine. A tee-
connection was instalred in the propane line before it. en-

tered the air-gas mixer. A valve and a 6.35 mm brack iron
pipe was connected on the tee, for introducing the producer

gas into the engine.

Producer gas has a low heat varue (g-¿ MJ/m3 ), and igni-
tion timing shoul-d be advanced to obtain more comprete com-

bustion in an engine since the frame front velocity of the
gas is slower than conventional fuels. Ignition timing on



the engine was advanced an additional
centre. The total advance was about 300

prove the engine operation.
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150 before top dead

in an attempt to im-

Experiments: An attempt to start the engine directly on

propane vras unsuccessful. To starL the engine on propane,

3-4 mL of gasoline was added in the air-gas mixer and the
engine was then cranked manualry. The propane valve on the
tank was then opened and the lever on t,he second rever regu-

rator depressed manuarly, to alrow the propane to frow into
the intake maniford. The regulator valve operated automati-
cally under the vacuum created when the engine was running.
The speed of the engine was seL to 3600 r/mín by adjusLing
the air throttle and the gas f1ow. The generator output vras

connected to an adjustabre resistance loading system which

consisted of erectrical resistance coi1s. The road on the
engine was slowly increased by varyíng the resistances. The

speed of the engine at various loads v¡as recorded. A curve
of engine speed against the load was Èhen pJ.otted and is
presented in Figure 20.

Tn operating the engine on producer 9as, it was first
started on propane. when the engine had warmed up after 5-10

minutes, the propane valve was srowly closed and at the same

time the producer gas valve was opened slowly. The air
throttle was then adjusted untir the engine ran satisfacto-
rily on producer gas.
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During the concluding phase of experimentation, it was

decided to try fuel- peat from Elma peatland, rocated 150 km

east of winnipeg. The peat sample was excavated from the
bank of a drainage ditch. The as received moisture content
of the peat was 77.30 percent w.b. This peat was dried to
12.94 percent w.b. in an electric oven, before it was loaded

into the electric furnace. The heat content of this peat at
a moisture content of 12"94 percent w.b. was determined to
be 13.70 MJlkg

Resurts and concrusions: Though the engine ran welr on

propane as a fuel, several difficulties were encountered

when producer gas from peat and wood was fed to the intake
manifold of the engine. The air to fueL ratio for combustion

of producer gas is about 0.91, whire that for propane is
around 14. These wide limits of air to fuer ratios for pro-
ducer gas and propane made it difficurt to adjust the air to
fuer ratio when switching from propane to producer gas. By

the time the correct air fuer mixture was obtained the en-
gine frequently stal]ed. on a number of occasions the cor-
rect air to fuer rnixture was obtained when operating on pro-
ducer gas. The engine ran at 1000 r/mín when gas from peat

was used" rt seemed fron the firing of the engine that it
would stall at any moment and it would not carry any load.
The engine ran at 1800 r/min on two occasions on gas pro-
duced from wood but a speed greater than 1000 r/mín was nev-

er obtained with gas produced from peat or eharcoaL. opera-
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tion at speeds above 1000 r/mín courd not be obtained with
regurarity even with gas from wood. Fairure to obtain this
consistency of engine performance was atLributed to varia-
tions in the energy quality of the produced gas.

The ignition timing advance did not show any significant
improvement on the engine performance whire operating on

producer gas. No concrete concrusion can be drawn on the ef-
fect of ígnition advance, âs the testing time was very
short. As the gas demand of the engine exceeded the supply
of gas from the furnace, it vras necessary to build up the
gas volume in the corl-ection unit after each triar of run-
ning the engine. As the engine could not be run continuously
for a longer time, it was not possibre to perform road tests
while operating on producer gas.



Chapter IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATTONS

The folrowing concrusions are drawn from the investigation:

1. Gasification is recognized as a proven technorogy,

however, the experience gained from experiments in
this project with three fabricated gasifier models

and a high temperature electric furnace has demon-

strated that technology transfer must be improved to
make gasification technorogy avairabre for acceptable
widespread appl ication.

2. Maintenance of a high temperature I ranging from

800-10000 c, in the reduction and burning zones of a

gasifier is essential for the production of a satis-
factory producer gas for use in an internal combus-

tion engine.

3. The assumptionsr âs read in the literature, that com-

busLion in the throat section of a downdraft gas pro-
ducer generates a homogeneous high temperature, rang-

ing from 900-10000 c and that tar vapors are cracked

as they pass through this region were not verified.
This description of the gasification process was

found to be oversimplified.

69
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Materials used to fabricate gasifiers must withstand
high temperatures up to 10000 c. The metal from the
warls of a used oir burning furnace rapidry burned

out in regions close to the burning zone in the sec-

ond model fabricated.
The }ack of detailed technical specification data in
the literature on gasifier construction and operation
is a major constraint to future adaption of this old
technology.

Promoters of producer-gas engine systems have

stressed "successful gasification of carbonaceous

fuers" without adequately describing problems such as

slag producLion, bridging in the fuel feed system,

desired moisture content of the supply fuer and oper-
ating time intervals.
The use of the gasification process to produce a com-

bustibre gas capable of províding a fuel to operate a

spark ignited internar combustion engine was demon-

strated by the project. A single cylinder, air-
cooLed, 5.59 kw Ï^risconsin engine was operated f or
short intervals. This operation was not compretely

satisfactory as it was not possibre to obtain data on

load carrying characteristics.
The gas produced from a gasifier is too porruted with
tar, unburned carbon and steam to be fed directry
into the intake manifold of an engine. A good scruber

5
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7

I
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system incl-uding a condenser and a particurate rem-

over must be used.

9. The calorific value of the gas produced was too low

and of variable energy quality to obtain desirabre
performance. The engine operated satísfactorily on

propane running at its rated speed at no load and was

abre to handle a 2.4 kw load. The speed dropped Lo

about 1000 r/mín for most triars on producer gas but
it did run at rB00 r/mín on two occasions using gas

produced from wood

10. The most successful gas producer operation was

achieved with moder number 3, modified to function in
an updraft mode.

Finally it is recommended thaL¡

1. A future research effort should concentrate on stabi-
lizing the vertical temperature profil-e as werl as

exploring the mechanism of tar cracking in a down-

draft gas producer.

2, A future project be adequately funded to allow for
the purchase of instrumentation, procurement of gas

analysis either by custom service or by local anary-
sis and for the building of quality prototype moders.

3. Efforts be made to concentrate biomass fuers inlo
briquettes, perrets or other forms to faciritate the
development of automatic feeding systems and a con-
tinuous flow process.
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A future investigation incrude the performance evalu-
ation of a commercially designed gasifier. Neither
the author nor others involved in this project have

observed an operating gasifier. Any future investiga-
tion shourd focus on operationar procedures and prob*

rems encountered so that operation of a gasifier
would become routine.
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Àppendix A

SAMPLE CALCULÀTION OF GROSS CALORIFIC VALUE OF
PEAT

mass of capsule = 11.95 g

mass of capsule + sample = 12.94 g

mass of sample = 0.99 g

AfÈer igniting the mass 'm'

ygen bomb the following times

served.

of the peat sample in the ox-

and temperatures were ob-

Temperaturer oC

22.22

22.24

22 "32

22.32

22.32

22 "32

23.24

23 .62

23.84

23.90

23.92

23.92

23,92

23 "9t

Time, min

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

T2

13

76
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14

15

23.9r

23.90

Calculation fO¡ net temperature rise

t tc ta r 1 (b-a) t 2 (c-b) *---(4)

a time of firing, 5 min

time at 60 percent temperature rise
f rom graph, 6.2 min

time when the temperature rise became

stable after ignition, l0 min

temperature at time a, ZZ,3ZoC

temperature at Èime c, 23.gZoC

rate of temperature change before time a,

0.020C,/min

rate of temperature change after time c,
-0.004 oC/mín

corrected temperature rise, oC

b

LC¡

tc=
¡-l

r2

t

where:

Substituting the values in eguation

t = 23 ,g2 22.32 - O .02 (6.2-S)

= I.592 say l-.60C

Length of fuse wire burnt = 10 2.I
Amount of NarCO, used for titration

Gross calorific value

Hg=(wtê¡e2ê3)/n

4 and solving for t,
(-0.004) (11-5.2)

= 7.9 cm

5mL

----(5)
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where:

Hg

l-=

ff=

ê1

ê2

ê3

m=

= gross heat of combustion, MJ/kg

corrected temperature rise, l.6oC

energy equivalent of calorimeter , 2qïg caL/oC

= correction for heat of formation of
nitric acid, 5 mI x 1 cal/mL = b cal

= correction for heat of formation of sulphur, 0

= correction for heat of fuse wire,
7.9 cm x 2.3 cal/cm = 18.17 cal

0.99 s

substituting the values in equation b and sorving for Hg,

Hg = (1.6 x 2459 5 - o - 19.17) / 0.gg

= 39q9 "IZIZ cal/g
= 16.54 MJ/kg



Appendix B

SPECIFICATIONS OF ENGINE AND GENERATOR

Eng i ne

Make

ModeI

Spec No"

Type

No. of cylinders
Bore x Stroker crn

Maximum power

Make

ModeI

Voltage output

Current

Power

Phase

Frequency

RPM

Generator

Wisconsin

ÀEN

61 958

4 cyc1e, gasoline

One

7.62 x 8.25

5.59 kw ( 7.5 hp)

Generac

6197 -0

115 v

34.78 A

4 kT^l

One

60 Hz

3600
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